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Abstract
We analyze various contributions to neutrinoless double beta decay (0νββ) in a TeV-scale Left-Right
Symmetric Model (LRSM) for type-I seesaw dominance. We find that the momentum-dependent effects
due to WL−WR exchange (λ-diagram) and WL−WR mixing (η-diagram) could give dominant contribu-
tions to the 0νββ amplitude in a wide range of the LRSM parameter space. In particular, for a relatively
large WL −WR mixing, the η-contribution by itself could saturate the current experimental limit on the
0νββ half-life, thereby providing stringent constraints on the relevant LRSM parameters, complemen-
tary to the indirect constraints derived from lepton flavor violating observables. In a simplified scenario
parametrized by a single light-heavy neutrino mixing, the inclusion of the λ and η contributions leads to
significantly improved 0νββ constraints on the light-heavy neutrino mixing as well as on the WL −WR
mixing parameters. We also present a concrete TeV-scale LRSM setup, where the mixing effects are
manifestly enhanced, and discuss the interplay between 0νββ, lepton flavor violation and electric dipole
moment constraints.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The process of neutrinoless double beta decay (0νββ): AZX →AZ+2 Y + 2e−, if observed, would
be an unambiguous evidence of lepton number violation (LNV), thus confirming the Majorana
nature of neutrinos [1]. In addition, it can possibly shed light on some of the yet unresolved issues
in neutrino physics, such as the absolute neutrino mass scale, the mass hierarchy, and the origin
of tiny neutrino masses; for reviews, see e.g. [2]. The current lower limit on the 0νββ half-life in
various nuclei, most notably in 136Xe by KamLAND-Zen [3] and in 76Ge by GERDA-I [4], can be
saturated by the canonical light neutrino contribution [5] only in the quasi-degenerate region with
masses m1 ' m2 ' m3 >∼ 0.1 eV; for a recent analysis with the updated nuclear matrix elements
(NMEs), see [6]. This is, however, in conflict with the most stringent upper limit on the sum
of light neutrino masses,
∑
imi < 0.23 eV at 95% confidence level (CL), obtained from Planck
data [7]. Hence, any evidence of a positive signal in the upcoming 0νββ experiments [8],1 could
indicate a new physics contribution to this rare LNV process.
One of the simplest paradigms for understanding the observed smallness of neutrino masses is
the type-I seesaw mechanism [10–12], where SM-singlet heavy Majorana neutrinos are introduced.
If sufficiently light (<∼ 10 TeV), they can give a significant contribution to 0νββ through their
mixing with the active neutrinos [13–16]. However, in the simplest scenario, which we will call
the ‘SM seesaw’, there are no guidelines either for the mass scale of the heavy neutrinos or the
light-heavy neutrino mixing, and these quantities have to be set ‘by hand’ in an adhoc manner. An
attractive theoretical framework, which provides a natural setting for the seesaw mechanism, is the
Left-Right Symmetric Model (LRSM), based on the gauge group SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)B−L [17].
In this model, the SM-singlet neutrino fields are inducted as the necessary parity gauge partners,
i.e. the right-handed (RH) counterparts, of the corresponding left-handed (LH) neutrino fields,
whereas the seesaw scale is intimately connected to the SU(2)R × U(1)B−L-breaking scale. The
LRSM can naturally explain the small neutrino masses through either type-I seesaw via the RH
neutrinos [10, 11] or type-II seesaw via SU(2)-triplet scalars [18, 19] or both [12].
In LRSM, there are several new contributions to 0νββ, involving RH neutrinos and RH gauge
1 The only claimed observation of 0νββ so far [9] is in direct conflict with the GERDA-I results [4] and is also
incompatible with the KamLAND-Zen results [3] for most of the NME calculations [6].
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bosons [11, 19], Higgs triplets [20], as well as mixed LH-RH contributions [21] (for some recent
studies, see e.g. [22–24]). A general analysis of 0νββ in the LRSM including all the diagrams is
rather complicated. For a simplified case with type-II seesaw dominance, the light-heavy neutrino
mixing is negligible, and the light neutrino mass matrix is directly proportional to the heavy
neutrino mass matrix, with the constant of proportionality given by the ratio of the LH and RH
triplet-scalar vacuum expectation values (VEVs). In this case, the dominant new contribution
to the 0νββ process comes from the diagram with purely RH currents involving the heavy gauge
boson WR and the heavy neutrinos [25]. The current limit on the half-life of 0νββ can be saturated
by this new contribution alone, which however puts a lower limit on the lightest neutrino mass [6],
as long as the heavy neutrino masses in the LRSM are well above the typical momentum exchange
scale ∼ 100 MeV. In addition, 0νββ also provides constraints on the RH gauge boson and heavy
neutrino masses [6, 26, 27], which are complementary to the limits obtained from direct searches
at the LHC [28], from low-energy lepton flavor violating (LFV) observables [23, 27], as well as
from hadronic flavor and CP violating effects [29, 30].
For the case of type-I seesaw dominance, the light neutrino mass matrix is dominantly generated
by the Dirac mass matrix MD and the RH neutrino mass matrix MR through the usual seesaw
formula:
Mν ' −MDM−1R MTD . (1)
In this case, there are additional contributions to 0νββ, that involve the light-heavy neutrino
mixing parameter θ 'MDM−1R . In the canonical seesaw, the observed smallness of light neutrino
masses puts severe constraints on this mixing parameter. For instance, for a TeV-scale RH neutrino
mass, the mixing angle is required to be <∼ O(10−6), in order to reproduce the sub-eV scale active
neutrino masses. However, in the presence of cancellations in the matrix structure on the RHS of
Eq. 1, this constraint can be significantly relaxed, and the light neutrino oscillation data can be
satisfied even with a larger value of θ [13, 14, 31]. This has potentially huge implications for the
experimental tests of the SM seesaw at colliders [32] as well as in other low-energy experiments
(for reviews, see e.g. [33]).
A large light-heavy neutrino mixing is also possible in LRSM [34, 35]. In this case, there are
further additional contributions to 0νββ, involving RH neutrino and/or RH gauge boson exchange,
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which could be significant [14, 22, 23, 36]. In particular, the mixed diagrams involving LH-RH
currents and with final state electrons of opposite helicity, known as the λ and η diagrams, could be
important [23, 24, 37]. Specifically, the η-contribution, which depends on the light-heavy neutrino
mixing parameter θ as well as the LH-RH gauge boson mixing parameter ξ, can be sizable [35]
as the NMEs for the η-diagram are roughly two orders of magnitude larger than those for the λ-
diagram [38, 39]. As we will show in this paper, for a relatively larger value of ξ close to its current
experimental upper bound, the η-diagram could give the dominant contribution to 0νββ. Note
that experimentally, the different mechanisms for 0νββ in LRSM could be potentially discrimi-
nated by measuring the electron angular and energy distributions in the upcoming SuperNEMO
experiment [40]. Moreover, a large light-heavy neutrino mixing in LRSM also gives an additional
contribution to the like-sign dilepton signal [41] at the LHC: pp → WR → N`± → `±`±W∓L [42],
and also to the inverse 0νββ process e−e− → W−LW−R at the ILC [43], thus enhancing the prospects
of directly probing the seesaw mechanism at colliders.
In this paper, we carefully analyze all relevant contributions to 0νββ in the LRSM for type-I see-
saw dominance. Specifically, we emphasize the importance of the λ and η contributions mentioned
above and explicitly demonstrate that, for relatively large ξ values, the η-contribution by itself
can saturate the current lower limit on the 0νββ half-life. Working within a simplified scenario,
parametrized by a single RH neutrino mass scale MR and a single light-heavy neutrino mixing
angle θ, we show that the constraints from 0νββ process including the λ and η contributions leads
to an improved upper bound on the light-heavy neutrino mixing parameter in certain ranges of the
parameter space. Comparing this model-independent bound with the complementary constraints
from LFV observables, we find that, for a given value of ξ, the 0νββ constraint on θ could be
the most stringent one. Using the current lower limits on the 0νββ half-life from GERDA and
KamLand-Zen, we also derive an upper limit on the mixing parameter ξ, which is much stronger
than the existing limit [44] in a wide range of the LRSM parameter space. Finally, we consider
a concrete low-scale type-I seesaw scenario with large light-heavy neutrino mixing, and show the
importance of the mixed contributions on 0νββ. We also study the interplay of 0νββ with the
LFV and electric dipole moment predictions within this framework.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we review the basic features of the minimal
LRSM. The different contributions to the 0νββ amplitude in the type-I seesaw dominance are
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discussed in Section III. In Section IV, we consider a simplified case with a single light-heavy
neutrino mixing parameter θ and derive improved upper limits on θ from 0νββ constraints. In
addition, we also derive an improved upper limit on the LH-RH gauge boson mixing parameter
ξ as a function of θ. In Section V, we discuss a general case with three RH neutrino flavors. In
Section V A, we first consider the case where the light-heavy neutrino mixing is small, and the
dominant contribution to 0νββ comes from the purely RH sector. In Section V B, we present a
specific TeV-scale seesaw model with large mixing and explicitly show the importance of the η
and λ contributions. Our conclusions are given in Section VI.
II. REVIEW OF THE MINIMAL LEFT-RIGHT SYMMETRIC MODEL
For completeness and to set our notations, we review the basic features of the minimal LRSM,
based on the gauge group SU(3)c × SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)B−L ≡ G3221 [17]. The quarks and
leptons are assigned to the following irreducible representations of the gauge group G3221:
QL,i =
 uL
dL

i
:
(
3,2,1, 1
3
)
, QR,i =
 uR
dR

i
:
(
3,1,2, 1
3
)
,
ψL,i =
 νL
eL

i
: (1,2,1,−1) , ψR,i =
 NR
eR

i
: (1,1,2,−1) , (2)
where i = 1, 2, 3 is the family index, and the subscripts L,R are associated with the left and right
chiral projection operators PL,R = (1 ∓ γ5)/2. The electric charge is given by Q = I3L + I3R +
(B − L)/2, where I3L and I3R are the third components of isospin under SU(2)L and SU(2)R
respectively. For the scalar sector, we must choose L-R symmetric Higgs multiplets. The first
choice is a bi-doublet under SU(2)L × SU(2)R:
Φ =
 φ01 φ+2
φ−1 φ
0
2
 : (1,2,2, 0), (3)
which couples to the fermion bilinears Q¯LQR and ψ¯LψR, and gives masses to quarks and leptons
after spontaneous symmetry breaking by its VEV: 〈Φ〉 = diag(κ1, κ2)/
√
2. However, since Φ is
neutral under B − L, its VEV cannot break the U(1)B−L-symmetry. In the minimal LRSM, the
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L-R symmetry is broken by an additional pair of SU(2) triplets:
∆L ≡
 ∆+L/
√
2 ∆++L
∆0L −∆+L/
√
2
 : (1,3,1, 2), ∆R ≡
 ∆+R/
√
2 ∆++R
∆0R −∆+R/
√
2
 : (1,1,3, 2), (4)
which also give the Majorana mass terms for heavy neutrinos.
The gauge symmetry SU(2)R × U(1)B−L is broken down to the group U(1)Y of the SM by
the VEV of the neutral component of ∆R: 〈∆0R〉 = vR/
√
2. Since this gives masses to the RH
gauge bosons WR and Z
′, the current experimental limits [44] suggest vR >∼ 6 TeV. There is also
an LH counterpart 〈∆0L〉 = vL/
√
2, which however is required to be small: vL <∼ 5 GeV due to
the ρ-parameter constraints [44]. Finally, the VEV of the Φ field breaks the SM gauge group
SU(2)L × U(1)Y to U(1)Q, and hence, is expected to be at the electroweak scale. Thus we have
the following hierarchy of VEVs:
vL  κ1,2  vR . (5)
Making use of the gauge symmetry, we can eliminate some of the complex phases in the scalar
sector, and treat κ1 and vR as real, while κ2 and vL are, in general, complex parameters.
The Yukawa Lagrangian in the lepton sector is given by
− LY = hijψ¯L,iΦψR,j + h˜ijψ¯L,iΦ˜ψR,j + fL,ijψTL,iCiτ2∆LψL,j + fR,ijψTR,iCiτ2∆RψR,j + H.c., (6)
where the family indices i, j are summed over, C = iγ2γ0 is the charge conjugation operator, and
Φ˜ = τ2Φ
∗τ2, with τ2 being the second Pauli matrix, and γµ the Dirac matrices. After symmetry
breaking, Eq. (6) leads to the following 6× 6 neutrino mass matrix:
Mν =
 ML MD
MTD MR
 , (7)
where the 3× 3 Dirac and Majorana mass matrices are given by
MD =
1√
2
(
κ1h+ κ2h˜
)
, ML =
√
2vLfL, MR =
√
2vRfR . (8)
For the hierarchy of VEVs given by Eq. (5), the 3× 3 light neutrino mass matrix becomes
Mν ' ML −MDM−1R MTD =
√
2vLfL − κ
2
√
2vR
hDf
−1
R h
T
D , (9)
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where hD ≡ (κ1h+κ2h˜)/(
√
2κ) and κ ≡ (|κ1|2 + |κ2|2)1/2. Note that, in the type-I dominance, we
set vL = 0
2. Consequently the first term on the RHS of Eq. (9) can be dropped and one recovers
the usual type-I seesaw formula given by Eq. (1).
The full neutrino mass matrix in Eq. (7) can be diagonalized by a 6 × 6 unitary matrix, as
follows:
VTMνV =
 M̂ν 0
0 M̂R
 , (10)
where M̂ν = diag(m1,m2,m3) and M̂R = diag(M1,M2,M3). The unitary matrix V has an exact
representation in terms of an arbitrary 3× 3 matrix ζ [46, 47]:
V =
 (1 + ζ∗ζT)−1/2 ζ∗(1 + ζTζ∗)−1/2
−ζT(1 + ζ∗ζT)−1/2 (1 + ζTζ∗)−1/2

 Uν 0
0 VR
 ≡
 U S
T V
 , (11)
where ζ∗ = MDM−1R to leading order in a converging Taylor series expansion, and Uν , VR are the
3× 3 unitary matrices diagonalizing the light and heavy neutrino mass matrices Mν and MR:
UTν MνUν = M̂ν , V
T
RMRVR = M̂R . (12)
The order parameter of the light-heavy neutrino mixing is given by the norm ‖ζ‖ =
√
Tr(ζ†ζ) ≡ θ,
which also measures the non-unitarity of the light neutrino mixing matrix U . From Eq. (11), we
obtain S = MDM
−1
R VR and T = −(MDM−1R )†Uν up to O(‖ζ‖2).
In the gauge sector, assuming manifest L-R symmetry so that gL = gR ≡ g for the SU(2) gauge
couplings, the charged gauge boson mass matrix is given by
MW = g
2
4
 κ21 + κ22 + 2v2L 2κ1κ2
2κ1κ2 κ
2
1 + κ
2
2 + 2v
2
R
 , (13)
with the mass eigenstates W1
W2
 =
 cos ξ sin ξ
− sin ξ cos ξ

 WL
WR
 , (14)
where the WL −WR mixing parameter is defined by
tan 2ξ =
2κ1κ2
v2R − v2L
. (15)
2 The minimization of the general LRSM potential can allow this option [45].
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For ξ  1, the gauge boson masses are given by
MW1 'MWL '
g
2
κ, MW2 'MWR '
g√
2
vR. (16)
In what follows, we will assume κ2  κ1, although this is strictly not a phenomenological require-
ment. In this limit, Eq. (15) can be written as
ξ ' κ1κ2
v2R
' 2κ2
κ1
(
MWL
MWR
)2
, (17)
and hence, ξ is bounded above by (MWL/MWR)
2. Experimentally, the electroweak precision data
(EWPD) puts an upper bound on ξ < 0.013 [48, 49], which tightens to ξ < 0.0025 [48] if the
CP -violating phases in the mixing matrix for RH quarks are small.3 As far as the RH gauge
bosons are concerned, flavor and CP violating processes in K and B meson mixing provide an
absolute lower bound on MWR
>∼ 2.9 TeV [30]. Complementary bounds of similar magnitude were
also obtained from direct searches for the same-sign dilepton signal [41] at the LHC [28]. Using
these limits, we obtain from Eq. (17), ξ <∼ 7.7× 10−4.
III. 0νββ IN LRSM
In this section, we briefly discuss the relevant contributions to the 0νββ process in a TeV-scale
LRSM with type-I seesaw dominance (for a detailed discussion, see e.g. [23]).
(a) Light neutrino contribution: This is a purely LH contribution mediated by light Majorana
neutrinos, as shown in Figure 1(a). The corresponding amplitude is given by
Aν ' G2F
∑
i
U2ei
mi
p2
≡ G2F
mee
p2
, (18)
where |p| ∼ 100 MeV is the typical momentum transfer at the leptonic vertex, GF is the
Fermi coupling constant and mee ≡ ∑i U2eimi is the effective neutrino mass. The light
neutrino contribution by itself can saturate the current experimental limit only in the quasi-
degenerate region with mi ' 0.1 eV, which is almost ruled out by the recent Planck data on
the sum of light neutrino masses; see [6] for a recent discussion including the updated NME
uncertainties.
3 For MR <∼ 10 MeV, the upper limit derived from supernova data is even more stringent: ξ < 10−5 [50].
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(b) Heavy neutrino contribution: This is the RH counterpart of the purely LH contribution
discussed above, and is shown in Figure 1(b). In this case, assuming that the heavy neutrino
mass scale is larger than the momentum exchange scale, i.e. M2i  |p|2, we obtain
ARNR ' G2F
(
MWL
MWR
)4∑
i
V ∗ei
2
Mi
. (19)
Note that this contribution is independent of the light-heavy neutrino mixing, and hence,
the only dominant contribution in the small mixing limit θ → 0, which could saturate the
current experimental limit for smaller values of Mi.
(c) Light-heavy neutrino mixing contribution: A large light-heavy neutrino mixing can induce
an additional contribution due to heavy neutrino exchange with purely LH currents, as
shown in Fig. 1(c). The amplitude of this process is given by
ALNR ' G2F
∑
i
S2ei
Mi
. (20)
Note that this contribution is present even in the minimal SM seesaw scenario without the
L-R symmetry, and can be large in presence of cancellations in the light neutrino mass
matrix [14]. In LRSM, in addition to the process (c), there is an analogous contribution due
to light neutrino exchange with purely RH currents; however, this is highly suppressed by a
factor of (MWL/MWR)
2(Mimi/|p|2) <∼ 10−9, as compared to the process (c), and therefore,
is not shown in Figure 1.
All the processes (a)-(c) mentioned above involve final state electrons with the same helicities,
i.e. e−Le
−
L or e
−
Re
−
R. In the LRSM, there are two important additional processes induced by
light-heavy mixing effects, which involve final state electrons with opposite helicities e−Le
−
R,
as discussed below.
(d) λ contribution: This process is mediated by WL−WR exchange, as shown in Fig. 1(d). The
amplitude is given by
Aλ ' G2F
(
MWL
MWR
)2∑
i
UeiT
∗
ei
1
p
. (21)
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dL uL
e
−
L
e
−
L
dL uL
νL
νL
WL
WL
(a)
dR uR
e
−
R
e
−
R
dR uR
NR
WR
WR
(b)
dL uL
e
−
L
e
−
L
dL uL
NR
νL
νL
WL
WL
(c)
dL uL
e
−
L
e
−
R
dR uR
NR
NR
νL
WL
WR
(d)
dL uL
e
−
L
e
−
R
dL uL
NR
NR
νL
WL
WL
WR
(e)
FIG. 1: Feynman diagrams for the relevant contributions to 0νββ in the LRSM with type-I
seesaw dominance: (a) Aν , (b) ARNR , (c) ALNR , (d) Aλ, and (e) Aη. The × symbol on the fermion
propagator denotes the Majorana mass insertion, while the • symbol denotes light-heavy
neutrino mixing. The × symbol on the gauge boson propagator in diagram (e) denotes the
WL −WR mixing.
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(e) η contribution: This process depends on the WL–WR mixing parameter ξ, as shown in
Figure 1(e). The amplitude for this process is given by
Aη ' G2F tan ξ
∑
i
UeiT
∗
ei
1
p
. (22)
From Eqs. (21) and (22), we see that both λ and η contributions depend on the same combi-
nation of the mixing matrices U and T . Hence, if the λ contribution is large in some region of the
model parameter space, the η contribution should also be large for reasonably large values of the
gauge boson mixing parameter ξ, and therefore, cannot be neglected in general. Moreover, the
ratio of the NMEs corresponding to η and λ diagrams is of O(102) [38]. Hence, even for a moder-
ately lower value of ξ, the η contribution can be comparable to or larger than the λ contribution.
As we will show below, for larger ξ values close to its current experimental limit of ∼ 10−3, the η
contribution is indeed the dominant one in a wide range of LRSM parameter space.
Apart from the diagrams shown in Figure 1, there could be additional contributions to 0νββ
in LRSM due to the Higgs triplets. However, in the type-I seesaw dominance, we assume the left-
triplet VEV to be negligible, which implies the contribution from the diagram mediated by the
SU(2)L triplet can be ignored. Moreover, the SU(2)R triplet is required to be heavy to suppress
the tree-level LFV process µ− → e−e+e− [25]. We assume this to be the case, and hence, do not
consider the triplet contributions in our subsequent analysis.
Combining all the above processes (a)–(e), one obtains the following expression for the half-life
of the 0νββ process for a given nuclear isotope:
1
T 0ν1/2
= G0ν01
(∣∣∣M0νν ην +M0νN ηLNR ∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣M0νN ηRNR ∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣M0νλ ηλ +M0νη ηη∣∣∣2
)
, (23)
where G0ν01 is the phase space factor and M0νX are the relevant NMEs, whose numerical values
for 76Ge and 136Xe nuclei are given in Table I. The η’s are the dimensionless particle physics
parameters obtained from the Feynman amplitudes given in Eqs. (18)-(22), as follows:
ην =
1
me
∑
i
U2eimi , (24)
ηRNR = mp
(
MWL
MWR
)4∑
i
V ∗ei
2
Mi
, (25)
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ηLNR = mp
∑
i
S2ei
Mi
, (26)
ηλ =
(
MWL
MWR
)2∑
i
UeiT
∗
ei , (27)
ηη = tan ξ
∑
i
UeiT
∗
ei , (28)
where me and mp are the masses of electron and proton, respectively. In Eq. (23), we have
included the interference effect between diagrams having final state electrons with the same helicity
combination. We have neglected the interference terms between the diagrams with different helicity
final state pair, which will be suppressed by the electron mass.
For the phase space factors G0ν01 in Eq. (23), we use the recent calculation of [51] for the axial-
vector coupling gA = 1.25, whereas for the NMEs in Eq. (23), we use the QRPA calculation
of [38]. The lower values of the NMEs in Table I are obtained for the case without p–n pairing,
whereas the higher values are with p–n pairing. Using these values in Eq. (23), and assuming no
interference effects, we derive upper limits on the dimensionless parameters given by Eqs. (24)-(28)
from the current 90% CL combined lower limits on the half-lives of 76Ge and 136Xe obtained from
GERDA-I+Heidelberg-Moscow+IGEX [4] and KamLAND-Zen+EXO-200 [3], respectively:
T 0ν1/2(
76Ge) > 3.0× 1025 yr , T 0ν1/2(136Xe) > 3.4× 1025 yr . (29)
The results are shown in Table II, where the range is due to the NME uncertainties.
Comparing the half-life predictions given by Eq. (23) with the current experimental limits
given by Eq. (29), we derive constraints on the LRSM model parameter space in the type-I seesaw
dominance, as discussed in the following two sections.
IV. A GENERAL ANALYSIS FOR TYPE-I DOMINANCE
In this section, we illustrate the relative magnitudes of the different contributions to 0νββ
discussed in Section III for a generic LRSM in the type-I seesaw dominance. For this purpose, we
consider a simplified generation-independent scenario parametrized by a single RH neutrino mass
scale MR and a single light-heavy neutrino mixing parameter θ in the electron sector, without
specifying the full flavor structures of MD and MR. In addition, we assume the RH-neutrino
12
G0ν01 Nuclear Matrix Elements
Isotope (yr−1) M0νν M0νN M0νλ M0νη
76Ge 5.77× 10−15 2.58–6.64 233–412 1.75–3.76 235–637
136Xe 3.56× 10−14 1.57–3.85 164–172 1.92–2.49 370–419
TABLE I: Numerical values of the phase-space factor G0ν01 [51] and the NMEs M0νX [38] for
different contributions to 0νββ, as used in our analysis.
Dimensionless Current Upper Limit
Mechanism Parameter 76Ge 136Xe
(a) Light neutrino exchange (LH current) |ην | (3.6− 9.3)× 10−7 (2.4− 5.8)× 10−7
(b) Heavy neutrino exchange (RH current) |ηRNR | (0.58− 1.0)× 10−8 (5.3− 5.5)× 10−9
(c) Heavy neutrino exchange (LH current) |ηLNR | (0.58− 1.0)× 10−8 (5.3− 5.5)× 10−9
(d) λ-diagram (LH-RH current) |ηλ| (0.64− 1.4)× 10−6 (3.6− 4.6)× 10−7
(e) η-diagram (LH-RH current) |ηη| (0.38− 1.0)× 10−8 (2.2− 2.5)× 10−9
TABLE II: The experimental upper limits on the dimensionless particle physics parameters
describing various 0νββ contributions shown in Figure 1 [cf. Eqs. (24)-(28)].
mixing matrix to be the same as the LH-neutrino mixing matrix, i.e., VR = Uν in Eq. (12). For
|θ|2  1, ignoring the non-unitarity of the 3 × 3 light-neutrino mixing matrix U in Eq. (11), we
will take U to be the PMNS mixing matrix. Using the best fit values of a recent three-neutrino
global analysis [52] for the light neutrino oscillation parameters, and assuming a normal hierarchy
of light neutrino masses, we obtain
U = V =

0.8221 0.5484 −0.0518− 0.1439 i
−0.3879− 0.0791 i 0.6432− 0.0528 i 0.6533
0.3992− 0.0898 i −0.5283− 0.0599 i 0.7415
 . (30)
Here we have taken the Dirac CP phase to be δ = 1.39 pi [52], and have assumed the Majorana
phases in the PMNS matrix to be zero. A similar analysis can be performed for an inverted mass
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FIG. 2: The left panels show the individual contributions discussed in Section III to the 0νββ
half life of 76Ge as a function of the light-heavy neutrino mixing parameter. The right panels
show the total contribution, as obtained from Eq. (23). Here we have considered two benchmark
scenarios: (i) MR = 10 GeV and MWR = 4.5 TeV (top panel), and (ii) MR = 1 TeV and
MWR = 3.5 TeV (bottom panel). In both cases, the LH-RH gauge boson mixing parameter ξ is
varied between 10−4–10−6. The gray shaded region is excluded by the GERDA-I results [4],
while the dashed horizontal line shows the GERDA-II projected sensitivity [53].
hierarchy with the corresponding best fit oscillation parameters.
Within the simplified framework described above, we show in Figure 2 the different contribu-
tions to the 0νββ half-life (left panel) as well as the total contribution (right panel) as a function
of the light-heavy mixing parameter θ. Note that in the canonical seesaw limit, the order param-
eter θ is severely constrained by the smallness of light neutrino mass: θ2 <∼ 10−10(1 GeV/MR)
for a light neutrino mass of 0.1 eV. Hence, all the RH neutrino contributions that depend on θ
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become negligibly small. However, in the presence of cancellations in Eq. 1, the stringent bound
on θ can be circumvented, leading to the possibility of large λ, η and RH neutrino contribution
via WL −WL channel [cf. Figure 1(c)]. Henceforth, we have assumed this to be the case, unless
otherwise specified.
In order to demonstrate the interplay between the various contributions and to see whether an
individual contribution by itself can saturate the current experimental bound, we have considered
two benchmark values of the RH neutrino mass: (i) MR = 10 GeV (top panel) and (ii) 1 TeV
(bottom panel), and compare the half-life predictions for 76Ge with the 90% CL combined limit
from GERDA [4]. A similar analysis can be performed for the 136Xe isotope. The different bands
in Figure 2 (left panels) correspond to the individual contributions in Eq. (23), including the
relevant NME uncertainties. The band denoted as LL (green) includes the LH contributions from
the light and heavy neutrinos via WL −WL channel. Here we have assumed a hierarchical light
neutrino spectrum and have just used the oscillation data to derive the canonical light neutrino
contribution [cf. Eq. (24)], assuming that it is independent of the mixing parameter θ, which is
possible in the presence of cancellations, as mentioned earlier. An explicit model with the full
flavor structure of MD and MR will be given in Section. V B. Thus, the θ-dependence of the LL
contribution comes solely due to the diagram shown in Figure 1(c), which becomes dominant over
the canonical contribution shown in Figure 1(a) for large values of θ. The purely RH contribution
[cf. Figure 1(b)] is always independent of the active-sterile mixing, as shown by the horizontal
RR (blue) band. The λ (pink) and η (purple) bands always depend on the mixing parameter θ,
but independent of the heavy neutrino mass MR. For the η contribution, we have also varied the
parameter ξ between 10−4–10−6.
For case (i) with MR = 10 GeV (top panels), the RR contribution is the dominant one for small
values of mixing, and violates the current GERDA bound [4] (solid horizontal line) for MWR < 4.3
TeV. Hence, we have considered MWR = 4.5 TeV for this case. The RR-dominance in the small-θ
region is also reflected in the total contribution (top, right panel), whereas for higher θ values,
the η contribution dominates and saturates the current GERDA limit. For case (ii) with MR = 1
TeV and MWR = 3.5 TeV, the RR contribution is much smaller, and cannot saturate the current
bound, or even the future projected bound from GERDA-II [53] (horizontal dashed line). The LL
contribution can saturate the current limit for |θ|2 ∼ (6.1 × 10−8 − 1.1 × 10−7) in case (i) and
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|θ|2 ∼ (6.1×10−6−1.1×10−5) in case (ii). In case (ii), the λ contribution becomes dominant over
the RR and LL contribution for |θ|2 > 10−8 and |θ|2 > 10−9 respectively, and saturates the current
bound at |θ|2 ∼ (1.46− 6.75)× 10−6. However, in both cases (i) and (ii), the η contribution could
become dominant over all other contributions for a relatively larger value of ξ ∼ 10−4, and could
saturate the GERDA limit for a much smaller value of |θ|2 ∼ 1.42× 10−9. Thus, including the η
contribution leads to a much stronger upper limit on the mixing parameter |θ|2, as can be seen
from Figure 2 (right panels), where we have shown the total contribution, as given by Eq. (23).
The improved upper limit on the active-sterile neutrino mixing is discussed further in the following
section.
A. Improved Limit on Light-Heavy Neutrino Mixing
In the simplified framework considered in this section, the relevant mixing matrices in the λ
and η amplitudes given by Eqs. (21) and (22) respectively can be expressed in terms of T '
−θ∗Uν , and S ' θ VR = θUν . Thus, for a given value of the WR mass and the WL–WR mixing
parameter ξ, we can derive constraints in the (MR, θ) parameter space using the experimental lower
limits on T 0ν1/2 as given in Eq. (29). Our results are shown in Figure 3 for the exclusion regions
derived from both GERDA (red shaded) and KamLAND-Zen (KLZ, blue shaded) data. Here the
solid (dashed) lines show the conservative (optimistic) limits, including the uncertainties due to
NMEs. For illustration, we have fixed MWR = 3.5 TeV, and have considered three representative
values for the gauge boson mixing parameter ξ: 10−6, 10−5, 10−4, all of which are well within
its current experimental limit given in Section II. We note that for small values of MR, the RR
contribution given by Eq. (19) becomes dominant irrespective of the mixing, and saturates the
current experimental bound on 0νββ half-life. This is shown by the vertical lines in Figure 3,
which set a lower limit on MR between (45.1–47.3) GeV from
136Xe data and between (24.2–42.9)
GeV from 76Ge data for the chosen value of MWR and independent of other model parameters. In
the absence of L-R symmetry, the upper limit on the active-sterile mixing parameter is governed
by the amplitude ALNR [cf. Eq. (20)], and the resulting limit becomes weaker as we go to higher
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values of MR:
|θ|2 <∼
1√
T 0ν1/2G
0ν
01
MR
mpM0νN
∑
i U
2
ei
, (31)
as shown by the red (blue) dotted lines, derived from the constraints on the 76Ge (136Xe) half-life.
Here we have not shown the NME uncertainties for brevity. In the presence of a low-scale L-R
symmetry, the additional λ and η contributions given by Eqs. (21) and (22) which also depend
on the active-sterile mixing parameter, lead to a stronger constraint on |θ|2. Note that both λ
and η amplitudes are independent of the RH neutrino mass MR, and hence, for larger MR masses
where the LL contribution (20) diminishes, the combined limit derived from including the λ and
η contributions will be independent of MR, as shown in Figure 3. For larger values of the LH-RH
gauge boson mixing ξ, the η-contribution becomes dominant, as already shown in Figure 2, and
therefore, the limit on |θ|2 will be dominantly governed by this term:
|θ|2 <∼
1
T 0ν1/2G
0ν
01
1
tan2 ξ|M2η|
. (32)
Thus, the upper limit on |θ|2 becomes more stringent for larger values of ξ, as can be seen from
Figure 3. The limits derived here are at least one order of magnitude stronger than those obtained
in the SM seesaw case (dotted lines).
There are complementary constraints on the (MR, θ) parameter space coming from LFV ob-
servables which also receive additional contributions in the LRSM (for detailed studies, see e.g. [23,
54]). In Figure 3, we show the constraint from the LFV process µ→ eγ (green shaded region) in
our simplified scenario assuming that the mixings in the muon sector are same as those in the elec-
tron sector. These limits were derived by comparing the MEG limit on BR(µ→ eγ) < 5.7×10−13
at 90% CL [55] with the theoretical prediction
BR(µ→ eγ) = α
3
ws
2
w
256pi2
m4µ
M4WL
mµ
Γµ
(
|GγL|2 + |GγR|2
)
, (33)
where mµ and Γµ are respectively the mass and width of the muon, sw ≡ sin θw is the weak mixing
parameter and αw ≡ g2/4pi is the weak coupling strength. The form factors GγL,R are given by [23]
GγL =
∑
i
VµiV ∗ei
|ξ|2Gγ1(xi) +
(
MWL
MWR
)2
Gγ1(yi)
− S∗µiV ∗eiξMimµGγ2(xi)
 , (34)
GγR =
∑
i
[
S∗µiSeiG
γ
1(xi)− VµiSeiξ
Mi
mµ
Gγ2(xi)
]
, (35)
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FIG. 3: The allowed values of the light-heavy neutrino mixing (white region) as a function of the
heavy neutrino mass in the minimal LRSM for MWR = 3.5 TeV and for different values of the
gauge boson mixing parameter ξ. The dotted lines show the corresponding limits in the SM
seesaw, i.e. derived from the LL contribution only. The shaded regions show the various
exclusion limits; for details, see text.
where xi ≡ (Mi/MWL)2, yi ≡ (Mi/MWR)2, and the loop functions Gγ1,2(x) are defined as
Gγ1(x) = −
x(2x2 + 5x− 1)
4(1− x)3 −
3x3
2(1− x)4 lnx , (36)
Gγ2(x) =
x2 − 11x+ 4
2(1− x)2 −
3x2
(1− x)3 lnx . (37)
From the last two terms on the RHS of Eqs. (34) and (35), we see that for relatively large values
of the mixing parameters θ and ξ, the LFV rate BR(µ → eγ) increases with MR, and therefore,
the LFV bound becomes stronger for larger MR values, as depicted in Figure 3. In this sense, the
0νββ and LFV constraints in the large mixing regime of LRSM are truly complementary to each
other. However, it is interesting to observe that within the simplified framework considered here,
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FIG. 4: Upper bound on the WL-WR gauge boson mixing parameter ξ from 0νββ constraints.
The region between the solid and dashed slanted lines corresponds to the NME uncertainties.
The horizontal line shows the current limit on |ξ| from the lower limit on MWR , and the vertical
line shows the indirect limit on the active-sterile mixing in the electron sector from EWPD.
the µ→ eγ rate depends on the combination ∑i UµiUei, as appearing in the last two terms on the
RHS of Eqs. (34) and (35), which vanishes for the Dirac CP phase δ = npi (with n = 0, 1, 2, · · ·),
irrespective of the light neutrino mass hierarchy. In these cases, there is no µ→ eγ LFV constraint
in Figure 3. On the other hand, the λ and η contributions depend on the combination
∑
i UeiT
∗
ei
which is independent of the PMNS parameters in our case, and hence, the 0νββ constraints shown
in Figure 3 are more robust.
Apart from the LFV constraints, there exist other constraints on the (MR, θ) parameter space
from direct and indirect searches for heavy neutrinos. Some of these complementary constraints,
namely the DELPHI limit on Z-decays [56] (brown shaded) and the indirect limit from EWPD [57]
(orange shaded) are also shown in Figure 3 for comparison with the 0νββ constraints derived here.
The other existing limits from direct searches at LEP [58] and at the LHC [59] as well as from
low-energy observables [60] are all weaker than the limits shown here.
B. Improved Limit on the Gauge Boson Mixing
In the limit when the η-contribution by itself saturates the current 0νββ bound, we can derive
exclusion regions in the (θ, ξ) mixing plane using Eq. (32). This is shown in Figure 4 where the
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red (blue) shaded region is excluded from the 0νββ half-life limits from GERDA (KamLAND-
Zen), independent of the other model parameters. The dashed lines correspond to the NME
uncertainties. For comparison, the current limit on |ξ| derived from the lower limit on MWR > 2.9
TeV [30] is also shown. The vertical line shows the indirect limit on the active-sterile mixing
in the electron sector from EWPD [57]. It is clear that the η-contribution to 0νββ provides a
significantly improved limit on the mixing parameters in certain regions of the LRSM parameter
space.
It should be noted here that a large value of ξ might also lead to a significantly enhanced
electric dipole moment (EDM) of charged leptons through the WL–WR mixing diagram at one-
loop level [61]:
dl ' (4.2× 10−21e cm) Im
[
ξV Gγ2(xi)V
†
(
MD
1 GeV
)]
ll
, (38)
where the function Gγ2(x) is defined in Eq. (37). In particular, the recent ACME upper limit on
the electron EDM de < 8.7 × 10−29 e cm at 90% CL [62], requires an extremely small value of ξ
for a TeV-scale LRSM, unless Im[ξMDee ] 1. In the simplified analysis presented in this section,
all the quantities in Eq. (38) were assumed to be real, and therefore, relatively large values of ξ as
shown in Figures 3 and 4 are still consistent with the EDM constraints. In Section V B, we will
consider a specific model, where the model predictions for the electron EDM turn out to be very
close to the current upper limit for relatively large values of mixing.
V. ANALYSIS WITH SPECIFIC FLAVOR STRUCTURES
In this section we extend the general analysis of the previous section to the case of three RH
neutrinos by considering some specific flavor structures which satisfy the light neutrino oscillation
data in the type-I seesaw dominance. We will consider two scenarios, depending on whether the
active-sterile neutrino mixing parameters governing the contributions shown by Figure 1 (c)-(e)
are small or large.
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A. With Small Mixing
In the canonical type-I seesaw limit, where the active-sterile mixing parameters θ ∼ MDM−1R
are small, the dominant new contribution to 0νββ in the LRSM comes from purely RH currents
as shown in Figure 1(b). In this case, Eq. (23) simplifies to [22]
1
T 0ν1/2
' G0ν0ν
(∣∣∣M0νν ην |2 + ∣∣∣M0νN ηRNR ∣∣∣2
)
≡ G0ν0ν |M0νν |2
∣∣∣∣∣m(ν+N)eeme
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (39)
where |mν+Nee |2 = |mνee|2 + |mNee|2 is the total effective mass, and mNee is the effective mass corre-
sponding to the RH neutrino exchange [cf. Eq. (25)]:
mNee = 〈p2〉
(
MWL
MWR
)4∑
i
V ∗ei
2
Mi
, (40)
with 〈p2〉 = −mempM0νN /M0νν denoting the virtuality of the exchanged neutrino. Note that
Eq. (40) is valid only in the heavy neutrino limit: M2i  |〈p2〉| ∼ (100 MeV)2 which is implicitly
assumed here.
In order to establish a simple relation between the active and sterile neutrino mass eigenvalues,
we consider a specific case with U = V in Eq. (11) and UThDU = 1 for the Yukawa couplings in
Eq. (9). In this simplified case, diagonalizing both sides of Eq. (9), we obtain
M̂ν = U
TMνU = − κ
2
√
2
U †M−1R U
∗ = − κ
2
√
2
M̂−1R , (41)
or, mi ∝ 1/Mi, i.e. the light neutrino mass eigenvalues are inversely proportional to the heavy
neutrino masses [22]. Thus, for a normal hierarchy (NH) with m1 as the smallest, we have M1
as the largest, and the other two heavy neutrino masses can be expressed in terms of M1 as
M2/M1 = m1/m2 and M3/M1 = m1/m3. So the effective mass for the heavy neutrinos given by
Eq. (40) can be rewritten as
mNee|NH =
CN
M1
(
c212c
2
13 +
m2
m1
s212c
2
13e
iα′1 +
m3
m1
s213e
iα′2
)
, (42)
where CN = 〈p2〉(MWL/MWR)4, cij ≡ cos θij, sij ≡ sin θij and α′1,2 are two phases, related to the
Dirac and Majorana CP phases of the PMNS mixing matrix. On the other hand, for inverted
hierarchy (IH) with m3 as the smallest, M3 will be the largest, and the other two right-handed
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neutrino masses can be expressed in therms of M3 as M2/M3 = m3/m2, and M1/M3 = m3/m1.
The effective mass for the heavy neutrinos given by Eq. (40) in this case will be
mNee|IH =
CN
M3
(
m1
m3
c212c
2
13 +
m2
m3
s212c
2
13e
iα′1 + s213e
iα′2
)
. (43)
Using Eqs. (42) and (43) in Eq. (39), the predictions for the half life for both NH and IH
cases are shown in Figure 5. Here we have chosen MWR = 3.5 TeV and the heaviest neutrino
mass MN> = 1 TeV for illustration. Note that the validity of the approximation M
2
i  |〈p2〉| for
the heavy neutrinos puts a restriction on how low mlightest can be. The scale of mlightest used in
Figure 5 is in accordance with the above. We have considered the variation of the three-neutrino
oscillation parameters in their 3σ range of a recent global fit [52], and the Majorana phases are
varied between 0 and pi. We also include the updated NME uncertainties [63], which gives the
variation of 〈p2〉 = −(153–184 MeV)2 for 76Ge and −(157–185 MeV)2 for 136Xe. Together, these
variations result in the blue (red) shaded regions for the NH (IH) case. These predictions are to be
compared with the current experimental lower limits Eq. (29) shown by the solid horizontal lines,
and the projected sensitivities [53, 64] shown by the dashed horizontal lines. Also shown are the
current upper limit on the lightest neutrino mass, as derived from the 95% CL bounds on the sum
of light neutrino masses in the quasi-degenerate (QD) regime [7]:
∑
imi < 0.23 eV (Planck1) from
the Planck+WMAP low-multipole polarization+high resolution CMB+baryon acoustic oscillation
(BAO) data and assuming a standard ΛCDM model of cosmology, whereas the dashed vertical
line shows the limit without the BAO data set:
∑
imi < 0.66 eV (Planck2). Two important points
can be inferred from Figure 5: (i) The quasi-degenerate region in which the current experimental
limit can be saturated by the light neutrino contribution alone is almost ruled out from the Planck
data, thereby requiring an additional contribution in case a positive 0νββ signal is detected in
near future. (ii) Including the purely RH contribution within the simplified framework adopted
here, we obtain an absolute lower limit on the lightest neutrino mass, similar to that obtained
in the type-II seesaw dominance [6]. The exact value of this lower bound depends on the model
parameters MWR and MN> , and for the parameters chosen here, we get mlightest
>∼ (0.03 − 0.2)
meV for 76Ge, (0.05 − 0.2) for 136Xe for the IH case. For the NH case, we cannot derive a lower
limit since the NME uncertainties push the mlightest values below the validity range of the analysis.
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FIG. 5: Variation of the half-life with the lightest neutrino mass in the type-I seesaw dominance
with normal (NH), inverted (IH) and quasi-degenerate (QD) mass spectra for 76Ge (left panel)
and 136Xe (right panel) isotopes. The vertical shaded regions are excluded at 95% CL by
different sets of Planck data. The horizontal shaded region is excluded at 90% CL by
GERDA-I [4] and KLZ [3] results. The horizontal dashed lines show the GERDA Phase-II [53]
and EXO-1000 [64] projected sensitivities.
B. Large mixing
In this section, we study a specific case of TeV-scale LRSM scenario with large light-heavy
neutrino mixing, thus extending our general analysis of Section. IV to the three generation case,
to explicitly demonstrate the importance of the λ and η diagrams. We consider the following Dirac
and Majorana mass matrices:
MD =

me1 me2 0
mµ1 mµ2 0
mτ1 mτ2 0
 , MR =

0 M12 0
M12 0 0
0 0 M33
 . (44)
For this specific texture of MD and MR,
4 the different contributions to 0νββ, as listed in Eqs. (24)-
(28) become
ην = − 1
me
(MDM
−1
R M
T
D)ee = −
1
me
2me1me2
M12
, (45)
4 Here we have assumed the discrete L-R symmetry and the SU(2)R gauge symmetry scales to be decoupled [65].
Otherwise, the matrix structure of MD will be completely determined by the light neutrino mass matrix Mν and
the Majorana mass matrix MR by inverting the type-I seesaw formula [cf. Eq. (1)] [66].
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ηRNR = mp
(
MWL
MWR
)4
(M−1R )ee = 0 , (46)
ηLNR = mp(MDM
−3
R M
T
D)ee = mp
2me1me2
M312
, (47)
ηλ = −
(
MWL
MWR
)2
(MDM
−1
R )ee = −
(
MWL
MWR
)2
me2
M12
, (48)
ηη = − tan ξ(MDM−1R )ee = − tan ξ
me2
M12
. (49)
Note that the purely RH current contribution is identically zero for the MR texture given by
Eq. (44). Also, the η and λ contributions depend on the parameter me2, while the LL contributions
ην and η
L
NR
depend on the combinationme1me2. Hence, a dominant η and λ contribution is possible
to obtain in the limit me2  me1.
For the choice of MD and MR given in Eq. 44, the light neutrino mass matrix in the type-I
seesaw dominance has the following form:
Mν = − 1
M12

2me1me2 me2mµ1 +me1mµ2 me2mτ1 +me1mτ2
me2mµ1 +me1mµ2 2mµ1mµ2 mµ2mτ1 +mµ1mτ2
me2mµ1 +me1mµ2 mµ2mτ1 +mµ1mτ2 2mτ1mτ2
 (50)
It is evident from the above structure that, all the light neutrino masses vanish in the limit when
either me1 → 0 or me2 → 0. Thus, even in the presence of a hierarchy me2  me1, a light neutrino
mass matrix consistent with the oscillation data can be obtained. To see this in a simple way, we
recast the Dirac mass matrix in terms of the Casas-Ibarra parametrization [67]:
MD = Uν
√
mi R
T
√
Mi V
T
R , (51)
The matrix VR diagonalizing the Majorana mass matrix MR in Eq. (44) with real positive mass
eigenvalues Mi has the following form:
VR =

− i√
2
1√
2
0
i√
2
1√
2
0
0 0 1
 . (52)
As the third RH neutrino with mass M33 M12 is decoupled, this scenario is essentially same as
the two degenerate RH neutrino case with mass MR.
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Let us take the orthogonal matrix R in Eq. (51) to be of the following form:
R =

0 cos z − sin z
0 sin z cos z
1 0 0
 , (53)
where z is a complex parameter. For illustrative purpose, we choose a NH mass spectrum with
m1 = 0 so that m2 =
√
∆m2sol and m3 =
√
∆m2atm, where ∆m
2
sol and ∆m
2
atm are the solar and
atmospheric neutrino mass-squared differences. The elements of the Dirac mass matrix in Eq. (51)
can now be written as
ml1 =
√
M12
2
[
(Ul2
√
m2 sin z + Ul3
√
m3 cos z)− i (Ul2√m2 cos z − Ul3√m3 sin z)
]
, (54)
ml2 =
√
M12
2
[
(Ul2
√
m2 sin z + Ul3
√
m3 cos z) + i (Ul2
√
m2 cos z − Ul3√m3 sin z)
]
, (55)
with l = e, µ, τ . Using the best-fit values of the neutrino oscillation parameters from a recent
global fit [52], we show the variation of the two elements |me1| and |me2| as given by Eq. (55) with
the imaginary part of the parameter z. The results are shown in Figure 6. Here we have taken
Re(z)=0.2 and have varied the mass parameter M12 between 10 GeV and MWR for illustration.
We find that increasing Im(z) will result in an increase in |me2| and a decrease in |me1|, as required
to enhance the large mixing effects due to λ and η contributions to 0νββ. Note that a small me1
is also desirable to have, especially for large ξ values, in order to satisfy the stringent upper limit
on electron EDM [cf. Eq. (38)].
Assuming a large Im(z) and the hierarchy ml2  ml1, the Dirac mass matrix given by Eq. (44)
can be rewritten as
MD '

1 a1 0
2 a2 0
3 a3 0
 (56)
with ai  i. In the limit i → 0, the light neutrino masses identically vanish at tree-level, whereas
the light-heavy neutrino mixing governed by ai can still be large. A natural embedding of this
kind of texture in LRSM with an appropriate family symmetry is discussed in [35], where the
i’s can be treated as small perturbations from their symmetric limit i → 0. Observe that in
the symmetric limit, all the 0νββ amplitudes vanish, except the λ and η terms [cf. Eqs. (48) and
(49)]. For our specific scenario, we show the different contributions to 0νββ in Fig. 7 as a function
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FIG. 6: Variation of the Dirac mass matrix elements |me1| and |me2| with Im(z). The solid
(dashed) lines are for M12 = 10 GeV (3.5 TeV).
of Im(z). Following the structure of the light neutrino mass matrix in Eq. 50, we obtain the LL
contribution to 0νββ around T 0ν1/2 ∼ 1029 yr, independent of the value of Im(z), as shown by the
solid horizontal line in Figure 7. This includes both ην and η
L
NR
contributions, which depend on
the product me1me2 = 1a1 [cf. Eqs. (45) and (47)]. However, the η
L
NR
term is extremely small in
this case and the LL contribution is mostly governed by the light neutrino contribution. On the
other hand, the η and λ contributions depend only on a1 [cf. Eqs. (48) and (49)], and hence, give
the dominant contribution in this scenario, as shown in Figure 7.
The ratio of the half-lives corresponding to the η and λ contributions is given by
T 0ν1/2(η)
T 0ν1/2(λ)
=
∣∣∣∣∣M0νλM0νη
∣∣∣∣∣
2 (
MWL
MWR
)2
1
tan2 ξ
. (57)
Thus, for larger ξ values, the η contribution will be dominant, and can indeed saturate the present
experimental limit. In Figure 7, we show two benchmark points in the LRSM parameter space
with (i) ξ = 10−4, M12 = 10 GeV (upper panel) and (ii) ξ = 10−6 and M12 = 1 TeV (lower
panel), while MWR = 3.5 TeV in both cases. We use the lower values of NMEs given in Table. I
and Mν = 4.75 . For case (i), the η contribution can saturate the present limit of 0νββ for
Im(z)=6.64. This predicts an LFV rate BR(µ → eγ) = 1.24 × 10−14, which is still compatible
with the current MEG limit, and could be probed with the upgraded MEG sensitivity [68]. The
predictions for other LFV rates, such as BR(τ → eγ) ∼ 10−22 and BR(τ → µγ) ∼ 10−15, are
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FIG. 7: Different contributions to 0νββ in our LRSM scenario with large mixing for two
benchmark points (i) ξ = 10−4, M12 = 10 GeV (top panels), and (ii) ξ = 10−6, M12 = 1 TeV
(bottom panels). In both cases, we have chosen MWR = 3.5 TeV. The left panels show the
variation of half-life as a function of the parameter Im(z), whereas the right panels show the
variation as a function of the light-heavy neutrino mixing parameter me2/M12, analogous to that
shown in Figure 2. The black solid line corresponds to the total contribution.
extremely small to be observable in near future. For case (ii) with a higher mass M12 = 1 TeV,
the LFV constraint is more stringent, and it is not possible to saturate the current 0νββ bound
with the η contribution. However, in this case, the λ contribution can be dominant and both the
λ and total contribution can reach the projected sensitivity of GERDA phase-II [53], while being
marginally consistent with the current MEG limit.
Finally, we note that, due to the smallness of me1 in our model [cf. Eq. (56)], the predictions for
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the electron EDM in case (i) turn out to be de ' 10−30− 10−33e cm, depending on the exact value
of Im(z). These values of de are still consistent with the upper limit from ACME: de < 8.7×10−29e
cm [62]. Similar results obtained for case (ii). Moreover, the exact prediction for de will depend on
the possible additional phases of ξ and V in Eq. (38), without significantly affecting the 0νββ and
LFV results, and hence, it is difficult to rule out this model solely based on the EDM constraints.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have studied the predictions for the lepton number violating process of neutrinoless double
beta decay (0νββ) within the framework of a TeV scale Left-Right symmetric theory assuming
type-I seesaw dominance. In this scenario, there exist several additional contributions to the
0νββ process, which depend on the light-heavy neutrino mixing and/or the WL−WR gauge boson
mixing. In the canonical type-I seesaw, the light-heavy neutrino mixing is severely constrained
by the light neutrino mass constraint. In this case, the dominant additional contribution to
0νββ comes from the purely RH sector. However, the seesaw constraints on the mixing can be
circumvented in presence of cancellations in the light neutrino mass matrix. This can be manifestly
seen with specific textures of the Dirac and Majorana mass matrices, which could, in principle,
be motivated by some symmetry. In this class of LRSM scenarios, the momentum-dependent
contributions to 0νββ involving final state electrons with opposite helicities, i.e. the so-called λ
and η contributions, could be significant. This is the main result of this paper.
To illustrate the large mixing effects on 0νββ, we have first considered a simplified scenario (cf.
Section IV) with a single heavy-neutrino mass scale and a common light-heavy neutrino mixing in
the electron sector. We derive upper limits on this mixing parameter from the current experimental
constraints on the 0νββ half-life. The main important point coming out of this analysis is that
the η contribution, which depends on the WL−WR mixing ξ and the light-heavy neutrino mixing
θ, could be dominant over other contributions in a wide range of the LRSM parameter space.
This leads to stringent upper bounds on the mixing parameters θ and ξ, independent of the heavy
neutrino mass. The improved upper limit on the light-heavy neutrino mixing is complementary
to that obtained from LFV observables such as the µ→ eγ decay rate.
Subsequently, we discuss a concrete TeV-scale LRSM with manifestly large mixing effects to
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demonstrate their importance for the 0νββ predictions. We show that for specific textures of the
Dirac and Majorana mass matrices, the λ and η contributions could give the dominant contribution
to 0νββ amplitude, while satisfying the light neutrino oscillation data. We consider two benchmark
points to show the interplay between the 0νββ and LFV constraints, and find that in certain cases,
the η contribution could saturate the current experimental limit, while being consistent with LFV
as well as EDM constraints.
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